
 
 

CITY OF ALLEGAN 
JOINT MEETING OF CITY COUNCIL AND HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION 
Tuesday, January 31, 2023 – 7:00PM      
City Hall – 231 Trowbridge Street Allegan, MI 49010 

Note:  Please be courteous and turn cell phones off during the meeting. 
 
 
1. CALL TO ORDER 
 
2. ROLL CALL (Excused Absences if Any) 
 
3. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE  
                
4. PUBLIC COMMENT FOR ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA 
   
5. DISCUSSION ITEMS 

 
5A. Discussion with SHPO regarding the Historic District Commission’s Findings Report.  

 
6. PUBLIC COMMENT 

 
7. COMMUNICATIONS FROM COUNCIL, COMMISSIONERS, AND CITY STAFF 

 
8. ADJOURNMENT 
 
 
 



      

 

November 11th, 2022 

 

 

Dear Councilors, 

 

 

 Following this letter are our recommended changes to the HDC ordinance. Along with that 

recommendation are all documents pertaining to the work we have done to reach this conclusion. We, 

the HDC, firmly believe that we have extensively and thoroughly reviewed our processes and impact on 

the community to the best of our abilities. The recommendation that we have made comes with our full 

support and confidence. The HDC thanks you for your continued support and patience. 

 

 

 

 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

 

 

Eddie Quinones-Walker, Chairperson 

Allegan Historic District Commission 
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Contributing Citizen Topics, Comments, Statements Provided with Context 

Two public meetings were held in order to receive input from asset owners in Allegan’s Historic Districts.  
A slide presentation was used to initiate the discussion. Individual AHDC members and city officials in 
attendance were introduced. Citizens responded to USPS mailed invitations to respond to the following 
three questions required in the current AHDC Study Group evaluation.  The questions are:  “What 
works”, “what does not work”, “do you have other defining ideas about the function of the AHDC”. 
 
Compiled and Contextualized Public Inputs 
1. The current (4 & 6 October, 2022) AHDC Public Forums generated an insufficient number of 

attendees (19 & 21) to constitute a statistically significant response from the asset owners invited to 
participate (483). 
1.1. Many assets were represented by husband & wife pairs, which over estimates the total 

engagement of the total AHDC asset owners.  
1.2. The qualitative data (responses and statements) obtained for the combined meetings 

represents at best (see 1.1) an 8% response rate, and can only be attributed to the attendees, 
and not the entire asset owner population, nor the entire city (5,200+) population. 

1.2.1. The meaning of non-participation by the asset owners is unstudied. 
1.2.1.1. Tally of participants, both nights combined:  Prichard Overlook 9; Marshall 

 Street 1; Mill 2; Brooklyn 2; Old Towne 2; Stedman House 2; Other/Unknown 1. 
 (Does not equal total attendees—40). 

1.3. Based on the combined meeting inputs, it would be difficult to identify what the community 
thinks “is working” with regard to the AHDC. 

1.4. Based on the combined meeting inputs, it is fair to believe that the community thinks the 
following items are largely “what does not work”. 

1.4.1. Several people asked if the AHDC is capable of describing its work processes. 
 

2. It appears that attendees generally agree on truly historic assets (e.g. Gen. Pritchard’s estate); but 
there is no agreement on the criteria for any other asset or asset class; they were unable to define 
the difference between “old” and “historic”. 
2.1. They preferred the notion of smallness, quaintness indicating that it is a desired state (without 

providing a conclusive definition). 
2.2. Listing “characteristics for preservation” seemed to be a popular choice. 

2.2.1. There was agreement that this form of explanation might be absent from the inventory 
descriptions for some assets in the districts. 

2.3. Some attendees opined that assets have changed so much over the years that many (?) assets 
have lost the original architectural meaning. (A failure of annual review and tetra-annual 
evaluation?). 

2.3.1. The Tuesday majority said that many assets are no longer contributing. 
2.3.2. Someone asked “what happens if you don’t follow the ordinances”…”what can happen to 

you?” 
2.3.2.1. Council Representative explained the current enforcement steps and 

 consequences. 
2.3.3. The concept of “Good Enough” was introduced and was endorsed by the majority of the 

Tuesday group.  The concept of acting with a “Lighter Touch” was introduced and 
endorsed by a majority of the Thursday group. 
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3. The AHDC Study Group was unable to focus its agreed-upon questions to obtain simple examples of 
“what is working”, “what is broken”, and “other defining” criteria from the attendees.   
3.1. This may forecast the public’s inability to provide assistance to City Council for the 

improvement of HDC-type activities. 
3.2. This possibly telegraphs the need for the HDC to receive direction, deliverables, priorities, and 

timetables from others. 
 

4. A straw poll or vote did not occur to address the central question, should the AHDC Continue with 
Improvements; or be Dissolved. 

 
5. Input on the nature of potential improvements for the AHDC was not directly requested from the 

attendees. 
 
6. While “public spaces” was the subject of a brief funding discussion, the study group did not engage 

the community members present about the inventory, status, plans, or future of the city’s 50+ year 
old (hence, historic) public spaces under the auspices of the AHDC. 

 
7. Allegan is a financially poor city. 

7.1. It takes a lot of resource to maintain (replace) like-for-like materials. 
7.2. Modern materials, well selected, can mimic the original treatments in a satisfactory way. 
7.3. Non-contributing assets confuse equitable standards and are irrational in administration. 
7.4. There is a value to preservation; however, if there is no funding mechanism, then preservation 

is a financial burden. 
7.4.1. Availability of “off the shelf replacement” features and the “affordability of obtaining” 

them was a recurring theme of the Tuesday group. 
7.4.2. There was general agreement that modern treatments are “just as good as” replacement 

with original materials. 
7.4.3. Some members of the Tuesday group wanted to know if AHDC ordinances were (more 

rigorously) enforced, would cost become a deterrent to purchase and investment in a 
HDC. 

7.4.3.1. Will enforcement make it more difficult to invest—scare potential buyers away. 
 

8. Some residents recalled neighborhood tours, home tours, published materials, and an active 
enthusiasm to “show” the historic assets of the community (CLG purpose and programs). 
8.1. These recollections seemed to arise from nostalgia instead of a serious desire to resurrect these 

programs. 
8.1.1. No one volunteered to become a citizen-leader to bring these programs forward.  
8.1.2. The conversation was a lamentation and not an enthusiastic call-to-action. 

 
9. Some residents believed that CLG status allowed for direct grant or funding opportunities for their 

private residences. 
9.1. Funding processes remain largely unknown to attendees. 
9.2. Investment tax credits and grants in kind require initial capital outlay by the residents; this 

aspect appeared to be a surprise to most attendees. (see #4, above) 
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10. We will simply “do what we want” *indicative that the purpose of the AHDC is to complete 
paperwork, which provides no value to residents, and simply slows down the process in meeting 
their real needs]. 
10.1. “I don’t want government to be involved at all” [in the repair and maintenance of my 

 property]. 
10.1.1. While I don’t want government involved at all, I am unwilling to create or enforce 

 community or neighborhood standards. 
10.1.2. Is it the government’s duty to interject itself into people’s homes (implied context is that 

 the government does not have a duty to interject itself into people’s homes). 
10.1.2.1. Ordinances that protect the general well being and public safety are acceptable. 

10.1.3. One citizen suggested that “community pressure responds to neglected demolition” 
10.1.4. General comments about “acts like an HOA”, “confused about requirements”,  
10.1.5. We (Tuesday group comment) might not feel the need to ask for approval for 

 improvements. 
10.2. It was inferred at the Tuesday meeting that the process takes too much time and is 

 inconsiderate of owner’s immediate needs. 
10.2.1. The Application Form is cumbersome and time-consuming; I gave up trying (to complete 

 it. 
10.3. Examples (Robinson Manor) were given where time critical scheduling was delayed by at 

 least 3-months to accommodate HDC’s once-per-month meeting schedules and 
 postponements.  The process simply takes too long. 

 
11. The Thursday group suggested dialog, not enforcement is a better approach. 

11.1. Rhetorical questions were asked by both groups suggesting that general ordinances are 
 not enforced; are not enforced equitably; “depends on who you are”; etc. 

11.1.1. The implication is that no asset preservation enforcement exists at this time, whether 
 the asset is or is not in a historic district. 

 
12. Most residents at the Tuesday meeting did not know that they had purchased a home in a historic 

district, one that has restrictive covenants. 
12.1. They did not know the implications of buying a home in a historic district. 
 

13. Most residents at the Thursday meeting knew that they had purchased a home in a historic district, 
one that has restrictive covenants. 
13.1. Discussion about why realtors do not inform potential buyers of this feature. 

13.1.1. Suggestions that a Deed Restriction could be a solution to inform buyers 
 

14. One couple, who own business and residence assets in the Mill Historic district made many claims. 
14.1. “Historic has meaning and is vital”. 
14.2. Allegan should not “backslide into modernization”. 
14.3. Consideration must be given to “destination” appeal. 
14.4. There is value and need to “place commerce into historic properties”. 
14.5. Allegan should avoid a “free for all” (with respect to standards and requirements for      

 preservation). 
14.6. Some attendees indicated that they would try to comply with or without HDC 

 requirements. 
14.6.1. They expressed an interest in doing “the best they could” without specific parameters; 

 but not necessarily the way the HDC wants it done. 
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15. The facilitator suggests that those in attendance, who might be proponents of an AHDC are those 

that have followed the rules, have a history of preservation, own preservation worthy assets, have a 
desire to preserve, have the means to preserve, are interested maintaining a functioning AHDC.  On 
the contrary, those that see government interference as an over-reach, who are not financially 
positioned to preservation, have potentially historic, or “at one time” historic assets, and want to do 
the best they can, appear to be the majority opinion for the two meeting nights. 
15.1. There was an expressed politeness about the former, and a clear “directness” about the 

 later position. 
 

16. Information obtained at these two public meetings did not diminish, reduce, or negate any of the 
previous AHDC Study Findings. 
16.1. Inputs received are supportive of the Study Group Findings. 



Findings from the HDC Study Group-Compiled for 2May22

This work was chartered by the City Council and represents the outcome of a process analysis. t is
intended as a first step in assessing and improving our work. No finding here should be interpreted as a

step to assign blame or pointing out failures; like all systems at work, we are compelled to identify
opportunities for improvement on behalf of the constituents we serve.

Programmatic improvements based on these findings could be the work of the HDC going forward on an
item-by-item basis; and the success of which could be the task of the next periodic evaluation study
group.

The following findings are presented by, and with the endorsement of the HDC-Study Group.

Structural Findings

1. The community, working through the HDC, determines criteria for maintenance and preservation of
historic assets.

1.1. SHPO's role is to provide a supportive structure to guide and assist local governments in their
efforts to create and maintain an HDC.

Voluntary Compliance to rules and standards for maintenance and preservation by those who own
assets in a historic district is the desired state.

2.

Investment and improvements that are "good enough" could create a positive trajectory and should3.

be developed and encouraged.

Enforcement processes, their triggers, and resolution steps, are currently ill-defined and reactive.

4.1. The "look, dimensions, and conditions" to be preserved and maintained are subject to a clear
starting, or point of reference, from which changes over time can be measured and analyzed.
Related to #3, above; also see 6.2 p.3 and 7.3.1, below.

4.1.1. It is unknown for each of the assets in any of the historic districts what the original and
documented exterior dimensions and conditions are, such that they can be defensibly
used as a starting point or benchmark. (e.g. a photo or architectural drawing in sufficient
detail to certify the preservation starting point at the time the asset was annexed into a
district).

4.1.2. If the original condition is not established, then rational assessment of the degree,

amount, and trajectory of change is impossible to estimate (i.e. if one doesn't know where
they started, they cannot measure the direction and distance they have travelled).

4.2. Proactive and effectivelvcommunicated process steps and requirements is a desired state.

4.3. Enforcement of zoning ordinances in general, and HDC ordinances work best when they work in
tandem, which conveysa sense ofcontinuity to all community asset owners.



4.4. It is unclear if asset owners were ever made aware that their acquisition exists inside of a
Historic District

4.4.1. It is unclear if asset owners were ever made aware at the time of acquisition that their
purchase in a historic district had enforceable covenants and restrictions as a result of
being within the bounds of a historic district.

5. The HDC has a duty to create processes that includes both an understanding of, and then addresses
the meaning and implications of neglected demolition.

6. A process to onboard members of the HDC, which could include: orientation; ordinances, laws,
regulations, and requirements; philosophy and prerogatives of the City Council; philosophy of the
HDC; a relational diagram (customers and authorities); process workflow documents; (and perhaps
other training and orientation materials); is absent.

6.1. It is unknown how HDC members obtain knowledge sufficient to effectively fulfill their role as
individual member, or and as a group.

6.2. The decisions made, and recommendations of the HDC can have significant financial impact on
each of the individual applicants, non-compliant asset owners, and violators, and should
require a baseline level of knowledge.

6.3. It is desirable in decision making processes, that those making the decisions, have a well
understood and specific set of criteria against which a question can be decided.

The applications that arrive at the HDC are often incomplete to the extent that they are not ready
for a decision.

7.

7.1. The expectation of asset owners on the progress and timing of an application may not coincide
with the actual work process and progress the application will receive.

Programs that accentuate, advertise, reveal, and demonstrate the presence and significance of8.

assets in the historic districts are principal components of mature HDC organizations.

8.1. Programs of these types are the central focus and reason for HDCs to exist

8.2. There are currently no funding provisions for such programs; nor, plans to invest and create
such programs.
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Process Related Findings

1. The current HDC process relies primarily on "enforcement", which is a negative and punitive
construct; it reflects a mindset supportive of institutional bullying.

1.1. Enforcement actions should not rely on community members tattling on each other

1.2. Interactions between the HDC and city staff often occurs after a negative or adverse
interaction.

1.3. Approvals granted after projects start, or are completed, are pointless and supportnon

compliance.

Over time, ineffective interactions, and ill-will directed toward people and processes, has devolved
into name calling (e.g. "the hysterical commission" etc.); the results of which are not conducive to
constructive and effective interactions. This devolution is a decades-old concern with current-day
implications.

2.

3. The authority of the HDC could be better understood and communicated.

The creation of, and commitment to incremental enforcement rules and standards could be
developed to ensure a positive trajectory of assets in the historic districts.

4.

There is an expectation for an HDC in a CLG to appoint an arrhitect, and a member of the local
historical society to bring professional expertise to the commissiuu.

5.

Processes that close-out and notity all of the parties on the outcomes and resolution of both
applications and enforcement activities should be developed.

6.

6.1. The duration of, or expiry for an approval may not exist, and is currently not well understood by
the parties.

6.2. The HDC lacks formal well-defined criteria for approval of projects outside of the original
established HDC guidelines. Similar to7.3.1

Each asset in one of the historic districts can be placed on a continuum with respect to dimensions7.
ofmerit codified by the HDC (e.g. age, condition, historic value, preservation potential, etc.).

7.1. Currently an aggregate placement of individual assets on the continuum does not exist.

7.2. Placement on a continuum has a predictive value for the trajectory of assets within a district.

7.3. The cost to maintain and preserve assets in a district is currently disregarded; it is difficult for
asset owners to publicly admit an inability to pay for ideal, high-end repairs andmaintenance.

7.3.1. It is desirable to codify what is "good enough" to make incremental improvements.
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Insurance coverage for casualty and loss for assets within a district usually do not have a basis to
estimate both the increased market value and repair costs that will be imposed upon the owner

when repair or preservation is required after a loss has occurred.

8.

8.1. Insurance policies will often not pay for repair and restoration to standards required by the
HDC.

The combined municipal HDC processes have for some time preferredwork-arounds instead of
resoving core community

concerns
regarding the HDC; this works counter to fair andequal

application of rules and requirements for owners of assets in a historic district. A not-so-subtle

resistance to public discussion and resolution impedes process improvements and upgrades that
might resolve conflicts.

9.

10. Some community members believe that the HDC governs the use of listed assets as rental

11. Some community members believe that owning a listed property has guaranteed entitlement

12. The content, conclusion(s), and trajectory assessment of the last several four-year Evaluation

properties.

funding for the assets in the historic distict.

documents, required to maintain CLG status, may not be readily available to members of the HDC

nor interested members of the community.

The conclusions, direction, and tasks associated with those documents are not routinely
reviewed by the HDC and used to guide the near-term course of work for the current
HDC.

12.1.
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HDC Study Group Timeline 
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Study Option Recommendations 
 
 
Boundary Condition #1 (a counterfactual) 
 
Do Nothing—Keep the Allegan Historic District Commission Just As It Is Now 
 
PRO:   

 Sometimes broken systems, while unpredictable and messy, contain enough ambiguity and 
dysfunction that they accidentally allow for some degree of beneficial and flexible control. 

 
 
CON: 

 The current AHDC process is broken; operates under a faulty design; ignores place-making; 
shows little, if any ownership and commitment by historic district members; is governed by 
outdated ordinances; is often heavy handed and dictatorial; is reactive instead of proactive; is 
difficult to administrate; has not seated a full slate of members for some time; is not responsive 
to the financial needs of the community; is inflexible to changing standards for preservation; 
does not correct design faults (e.g. non-contributing assets remain included, ignores neglected 
demolition, does not adequately describe nor justify the characteristics to be preserved for each 
asset, etc); and does not conduct its business in a timely and expert manner that well-serves the 
community, council, and district members.   

 
The AHDC-Study Group does/does not recommend this option. 
 
 
 
Boundary Condition #2 (reactive) 
 
Dissolve the Allegan Historic District Commission—Retire Its Standing Committee Status 
 
PRO: 

 A broken system goes away. 

 The faults of the formation activities go away. 

 Eliminates the burden of administration from city staff and contract agencies. 

 Eliminates one full set of city ordinances that must be maintained and administered. 
o Will acknowledge the lack of community engagement, which is near zero. 
o The shortcomings of community engagement in seating a qualified commission go away. 
o Eliminates divisiveness caused by the decisions and actions of a dysfunctional process. 

 Preservation of truly Historic registered assets fall to the control of the Department of the 
Interior and possibly the State Historical Preservation Organization. 

 
 
CON: 

 Ignores that some assets in Allegan should be preserved and protected. 

 Removes the city’s CLG status—a “place at the table” is compromised. 
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o CLG funding opportunities become more difficult (e.g. MEDC, CLG, Historic Preservation 
Grants for public assets, Incentivized Tax Credits, etc.) 

 Local control over preservation activities is compromised. 

 There are public and other assets that truly deserve preservation. 
 
 
The AHDC-Study Group does/does not recommend this option. 
 
 
A Middle-ground Approach to Historic Preservation Option #3 
 
Develop a Lighter Touch—A Good Enough Process That Identifies and Respects What Should be 
Preserved 
 

PRO:   

 Maintains local control over preservation activities—a local voice. 
 

 Preserves CLG funding opportunities (e.g. MEDC, CLG, Historic Preservation Grants for public 
assets, Incentivized Tax Credits, etc.) 
 

 Updates preservation activities to remove what doesn’t work, while establishing those things 
that should be preserved. 
 

 Supports Investors and Developers of Key Core Assets (including Real Estate and Public Assets). 
 

 Maintains key relationships (e.g. MEDC, SHPO, CLG, etc.).   
 

 Requires a desired, renewed, coordinated, and rigorous Ordinance structure (one that might 
facilitate oversight by staff and contractors). Closer to a check-box approach to compliance. 
 

 Engage Space-making to support intentionality: create, respect, and nurture awareness and 
needs of those in a historic district, those not in a historic district, and the enterprises of non-
primary employers. 
 

 Provide the opportunity to strike the past, and re-inventory assets, determining which have 
documented and verifiable historical significance or contribute to place-making. 
 

 Could survey all public entities, (assets >/= 50 years old) that should be added, specified, and 
correctly described, to create an inventory of public assets for preservation (e.g. Rossman Park, 
Mahan Park, Trestle Bridge, Second Street Bridge, Riverfront Boardwalk, JC Park, Lange Garden 
Fountain, Oakwood Cemetery Civil War Burial Grounds and Chapel, etc.). 

o Preserve funding opportunities for public assets. 
o Respect place-making. 

 Seek, Qualify, Appoint, and Support a special panel of informed, if not expert 
citizens, to a.) verify the validity of claims; b.) create the inventory; c.) list in 
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sufficient detail the characteristics, specifications, and reasons for the 
designation; and d.) codify in Policy and Ordinance. 
 

 Identify assets that will require mandatory Demolition evaluation. 
o Address the topic of Neglected Demolition. 

 

 Provide an opportunity for council to re-evaluate and commit to a system that provides clear 
and measured Direction, Deliverables, Priorities, and Timeliness to preservation activities. 

 

 Successfully capturing a new and improved process in ordinance could change the dysfunctional 
AHDC into a new and meaningful advisory body with enforceable ordinances. 
 

 Survey and identify Non-Contributing assets within the various historic districts. 
o Subject non-contributing assets to general zoning ordinance—ignore their presence. 

 

 Foster a more meaningful and engaged relationship with the local historical society, county 
historical society, and CLG. 
 

 Actively manage the marketing of the redefined structure. 
 

 Possibly renaming the organization to Preservation District Organization (or similar) may assist 
in helping the community forget the current commission with all of its faults, and look with 
optimism to the success of the new organization 

 
 
CON: 

 It will simply require leadership, work, and commitment at many levels. 
o Will require a community willing to support the new organization with its participation. 
o Requires the identification, qualification, appointment, and attendance expectations for 

the members. 
o Will require Council, working with Staff, to provide direction, deliverables, priorities, and 

timelines until the new organization is mature and self-managing. 
o It may require a budget. 

 

 Does not satisfy those in the community that believe the government has no role in telling them 
what they can do to their property. 
 

 The current AHDC does not have the horsepower to accomplish this heavy lift without help. 
 

 It will require the patience and help of council to allow these opportunities to develop and 
prosper. 
 

 
The Allegan Historic District Commission RECOMMENDS/DOES NOT RECOMMEND this option. 
  



HDC Final Recommendation  
11/7/22 
 
 
The Allegan City Historic District Commission proposes a new set of practices in order 
to create a better impact on our community. 

 
1. Remove the strict guidelines pertaining to exterior projects. 

Projects that involve repairing or replacing exterior features will not need to go through 
the application process. This includes but is not limited to, re-siding the structure, 
replacement of windows/doors, repair or replacement of architectural details, etc.) 
Materials will not be looked at in the same fashion as before. Like-for-like materials as 
well as modern, yet aesthetically appropriate materials are free to be used at the 
owner’s discretion. 

 
2. The HDC Ordinance should be rewritten to show that any exterior project on a structure 
within any of our Historic Districts that requires a building permit must go through an 
approval process. 

Projects could be approved based on the information used to get the building permit. 
This process would be weighted the same as any other requirement to obtain a Building 
Permit. Without HDC approval, a Building Permit could not be issued.  HDC would work 
with PCI and City Staff to gain access to the information needed. Projects could be 
approved in a public meeting format but would not require a representative for the 
project to be present. The goal of the HDC would be to minimize the labor on the part of 
the home/building owner. 
 

3. Community Outreach and Involvement 
Though vigorous research, the HDC has found that residents within the city believe that 
Allegan’s “charm and quaintness” is an asset worth preserving. The HDC believes that it 
can gain more community support and voluntary compliance by becoming more publicly 
involved and making it’s presence known. The HDC aims to do this through educational 
seminars on all facets of owning a historic structure, creating and distributing literature 
and other items, as well as creating a link between the HDC and the Allegan County 
Historical Society in order to create and participate in events and other functions within 
the community. The HDC believe this method will reframe the opinions of it within the 
minds of the public in a positive way, leading to a public sense of pride for our Historic 
Districts and an agreement to cooperate to preserve the things we love.  

  



Two-Step Process to Achieve New Goals 
 
Step 1. 

- Rewrite ordinance to eliminate the need for approval when replacing/repairing 
exterior features using like-for-like or aesthetically appropriate modern materials. 

- Include in ordinance that building permits for projects within the Historic Districts 
cannot be obtained without approval from the HDC 

- PCI would be required to submit information gathered for the building permit to the 
HDC for approval 

- HDC would have one week from the submission of the information from PCI to 
schedule and hold a meeting to approve the project. 

- Add a demolition ordinance that prevents demolition of structures within the 
Historic Districts without approval from the HDC 

 
Step 2. 

- Request and obtain a budget from City Council 
- Develop community workshops/events 
- Design and print literature (i.e. newsletter, welcome packet for new homeowners, 

etc.) 
- Redesign HDC website and include a digital form for questions regarding projects 

within the Historic Districts 
- Create a relationship and partnership with the Allegan County Historical Society 
- Recruit new members to the commission. 
- Regularly scheduled monthly meetings would be maintained but be focused on 

community outreach and development 
 


